
Different Strokes
Unique details distinguish
an eclectic Southwest home
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Elegance and comfort might seem like mutually exclusive terms, but I •





They did so by choosing luxurious Old World furnishings,
easy-care surfaces, and a monochromatic color palette that com-
plements their hillside surroundings.

For instance, dark alder kitchen cabinets are distressed so that
they don't show wear. Countertops are wipe-off granite or marble,
and floors are mop-up flagstone.

"If you wanted to come in here and kick off your shoes, that
would be fine," says Susan. "There's nothing anybody can hurt."

Mother of five adult children and grandmother of five young-
sters, Susan says she participated fully in creating the home's inte-
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rior, to make certain it would be hospitable to all ages. "When we
walked up to the site with our builder and saw the view, we fell in
love with it. Then we started interviewing designers-we went
through six. Most wanted to do it their way, but Paula Den Boer
of Paula Designs wanted to do it my way. I told her the interior
had to be comfortable. And I didn't want it to show dust."

The Goade house, featured on the Phoenix Home & Garden
and Free Arts of Arizona Palette of Homes tour last November,
showcases lots of inviting amenities, including a 500-square-foot
guest house and an expansive outdoor living room. Divided by a



Right: In the master
bedroom, hand-carved
mesquite furnishings,
including a desk, chair
and massive bed, show
to perfection against
Venetian plaster walls
textured with burlap. As
in the home's other

bedrooms, the height of
the bed makes a step-
stool a requirement.

Above: In order to accentuate the opening of a centrally located
doorway, interior designer Paula Den Boer had it retrofitted to

accommodate an old Indonesian door and surround.



two-waystacked-stone fireplace into dining and lounge areas, this
space overlooks a negative-edge pool adorned with a bronze
sculpture of a maiden washing her hair.

The house also has a number of elegant features, such as
Venetian plaster walls, raw silk shower curtains and Oriental
rugs. But everything was selected to be convenient and to suit
a Southwestern home. "I call it eclectic," Susan says of her
home's decor. Builder Ken Madden of Shiloh Custom Homes

describes the residence as "a beautiful melding of Southwestern archi-
tecture and traditional design elements."

Take the Venetian plaster walls, an idea borrowed from European
homes. Madden explains that Venetian plaster is a traditional Italian
process that involves grinding stone into a powder, mixing the stone
dust with colored plaster, then using a trowel to apply the mixture to
the walls in multiple thin coats to achieve a luxury finish. "This is the
real deal," he points out.
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The powder room's Venetian plaster walls have a bronze pati-
na. Showcased against them are a hand-carved antique Indonesian
chest converted to a vanity and a pair of wrought-iron sconces.

To vary the look in the master bedroom, Venetian plaster was
applied over burlap, leaving the texture of the cloth clearly visible.
It was then rubbed with beeswax to produce a hard lustrous sheen.

Furnishings in the master bedroom include a custom-made,
hand-carved Arizona mesquite bedstead with cabriole legs, a

coordinating mesquite desk and chair, and an armoire imported
from India. Rounding out the decor are an over-size East Indian
basket filled with birch branches, beige shag carpeting, and a
stacked-stone fireplace.

Countertops in each of the bathrooms feature marble slabs
with chiseled edges. Colors range from dark green to deep blue.
Cabinet drawers contain "holsters" for hair dryers and other
necessities, and mirrors in each bathroom sport distinctive
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frames. The one in the master bath, for instance, is of bone and
brass; the powder room's is a reverse-etched antique.

A large walk-in closet in the master suite is divided into "his"
and "hers" sides. Designed to reduce clutter, it even boasts jewel-
ry compartments recessed in built-in drawers.

Amenities in the adjacent bathroom include a snail shower, a
separate soaking tub, and an exercise room tucked behind a
curved wall. Outside, a covered outdoor area accommodates the
Goades' West Highland terriers, Rowdy and Mollie.

Playing starring roles in a kitchen that aims for efficiency are
an in-drawer dishwasher, refrigerator, ice maker and recycling
bin, as well as a commercial-grade gas range and an island prepa-
ration center with a sink. "I love to cook," Susan says, "and Ron
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enjoys fixing pancakes and oatmeal." From the breakfast room
the couple can take in up-close views of the Desert Mountain golf
course as well as far-off Phoenix.

Also notable are the home's unique architectural details.
Several rooms have ceilings with circular cut-aways that reveal
rough-sawn wood planks and vigas. Architect Erik Peterson of
H&S International describes the dual ceiling surfaces as "floating
planes that form an inner and outer transition." The result is a
peekaboo effect, enhanced with illumination from clerestory win-
dows by day, and concealed incandescent rope lighting by night.

The ceiling's circular motif is echoed in the dining room
table-a favorite of Susan's-and round skinned-pine columns
that punctuate the entry, dining and family room areas. All the



doors in the house are hand-chipped and dark-stained for an Old World European look. To
bring in the Southwest influence, the double entry doors are studded with clavos.

Recipient of extra-special attention is the doorway to Ron's office. "Because of its loca-
tion-a very pivotal and highly visible area in the home-we wanted to accentuate it; we want-
ed to play it up, not push it down," Den Boer notes. So the doorway was modified to accom-
modate an old carved wooden door and matching surround from Indonesia. Both ends of the
top of the surround culminate in carved horse heads.

In describing the Goade residence, Den Boer notes the homeowners' desire for an Old
World-Southwest-eclectic look. "And I really think we attained that," she says. "The furnishings
are eclectic, the finishes are more Old World, and the Southwest influences are intertwined."

Commenting on the finished product, Den Boer says, "No matter what you have to work
with, when your clients have great taste it always comes out better. And they were willing to let
my imagination flow, so the creativity could really work." ~

See Resource Guide.

Opposite: Blending interior and exterior spaces, flagstone flooring flows
from the main living area to an adjacent patio that functions as an outdoor
room. Furnished with a combination of wicker, iron and wood pieces, it

overlooks an inviting boulder-rimmed pool.

Below: A two-way stacked-stone fireplace with raised hearth and adjacent
banco divides the patio into two distinct areas.


